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Abstract In this paper we present an approximation to the de Rham theorem for sim
plicial sets with any coecients based using simplicial techniques on Poincares lemma and
qextendability
  Introduction The commutative cochain problem consists in nding for a given
topological space X a functorial commutative dierential graded algebra AX which
is extendable i	e	 for a subspace Y   X AX   AY  is surjective and whose
cohomology algebra yields the usual singular cohomology of the space	 Over R a solution
was given by Thom in 
 unpublished and later on D	 Quillen  solved this problem
when the coecient eld is Q	 D	 Sullivan  found a more geometrical solution when
dening the polynomial forms on a topological space	 Almost at the same time R	 Swan
 gave a similar construction also over Q in which already the facts of extendability
and Poincares lemma were crucial for his purposes	
However it is well known that over the integers the commutative cochain problem
cannot be solved see for example  cohomology operations being obstructions to
achieve such a solution	 Nevertheless it is of natural interest to approximate the singular
cohomology of a space with any coecients using when possible objects analogous to
Swan and Sullivans polynomial dierential forms	 This was indeed done by E	 Y	 Miller
 for a nite simplicial complex he dened the dierential forms of length q over a
nite simplicial complex A
  q
X which is no longer an algebra but a module over the
given coecient ring and showed that the integration
T
 A
  q
X  C
 
X induces
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an isomorphism in cohomology up to degree q	 This was done following the original and
standard sheaf theoretic proof of the de Rham theorem	
More generally over any simplicial set the only reference we are aware of is the one
of H	 Cartan 
 where in x he sketched an analogous result given according to Cartan
by Grothendieck at a conference in the IHES	
In this paper we present a generalization of Millers result over any simplicial set	 We
use simplicial techniques and following the approach of x
 or  we show that in
order to have a de Rham theorem up to a given degree q over any coecients is enough
to have qextendability proposition 	 and Poincares lemma proposition 	
	
In the next section we give the basic properties we shall need from the simplicial
setting	 In x we prove that the simplicial dierential graded module of polynomial forms
of xed length q is qextendable and satises Poincares lemma	 Finally in section 
we state the main results	
 A short trip to the simplicial world Most of the contents in this section are
well known results and basic facts about simplicial objects	 Hence we shall not give proofs
for some of the assertions and we refer to  where a very short and nice exposition can
be found  or  for complete proofs and details	 From now on our coecient ring R
is commutative and with unity	
A simplicial object K with values in a category C is a sequence of objects in C
fK
n
g
n

 together with morphisms 
i
 K
n
 K
n
   i  n  
 and s
j
 K
n

K
n
   j  n called respectively face and degeneracy operators satisfying the usual
relations i	e	

i

j
 
j

i
 i  j

i
s
j

 


s
j

i
 i  j
id i  j j  

s
j

i
 i  j  

s
i
s
j
 s
j
s
i
 i  j
Given K and L two simplicial objects in C a simplicial morphism   K  L is a
sequence of morphisms of C 
n
 K
n
 L
n
 n   commuting with the face and
degeneracy operators	 Hence a simplicial set is nothing but a simplicial object in the
category of sets	 In this particular context given a simplicial set K we shall pay special
attention to its skeletons for any m   the mskeleton of K Km is the subsimplicial
set of K dened by
Km
n


K
n
 n  m
s
i
 
  i  n 
   K
n
 n  m	
We say that a simplicial set K has dimensionm ifK  Km	 The degenerate nsimplices
are by denition the image of the degeneracy operators s
i
   i  n 
   K
n
	
A very useful example is for a given integer k   the simplicial set k which can
be thought of as the subsimplicial set of the singular simplices on 
k
formed by the linear
simplices i	e	
k
n
 f  e
i
 
     e
i
n
   i


     i
n
 kg
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where  e
i
 
     e
i
n
 denotes the linear simplex 
n
 
k
which sends the vertex e
j
to e
i
j
   j  n	 The face and degeneracy operators are induced respectively by the
inclusions and the projections
	
i
 e


     e
i
     e
n
 
n
 
n



j
 e


     e
j
 e
j
     e
n
 
n
 
n

Observe that the dimension of k is precisely k and that there is just one non degenerate
ksimplex in k the identity 


k
	
Given K a simplicial set and A a simplicial cochain complex or simplicial dierential
graded Rmodule sdgm in what follows dene AK the dierential graded module of
forms on K with coecients in A by
AK  
p

A
p
K
where A
p
K are the simplicial set morphisms from K into the simplicial set A
p

fA
p
n
g
n

	 That is to say an element  of degree p of AK is a collection f 

g
K
in
which  

 A
p
n
if   K
n
and  

i

 
i
 

  
s
j

 s
j
 

 for any i j	 The dierential
is given by df 

g  fd 

g	 Note also that if A is a simplicial dierential graded algebra
sdga from now on AK also inherits in the same way an algebra structure	 If A and
B are sdgms or sdgas we may dene in the obvious way the tensor product A  B 

n
A
n
B
n
 which together with the face and degeneracy operators 
i

i
 s
i
s
i
 is again
a sdgm or a sdga	 Note also that AK is a covariant functor on A and contravariant on
K	 For a topological space X AX shall denote A

C
 
X

where C
 
X is the simplicial
set of singular simplices on X	
Remark that if A is a sdgm resp	 sdga for any n   the map An  A
n
dened by  	  


n
is an isomorphism of dierential graded modules resp	 dierential
graded algebras	
	
	 Definition	 Given q  
 a simplicial set A is qextendable if for any   p  q
and any n   given  
i
 A
p
n
 i       n with 
i
 
j
 
j
 
i
 for i  j there exists
an element   A
p
n
such that 
i
   
i
	 A is extendable if it is qextendable for any q  	
Now we give a technical result which allows us to conclude qextendability by con
sidering only the case  
i
  i  n 
	
		 Proposition	 Assume the following  Given   A
p
n
 p  q n  
 such that

i
   i  r  n 
 there exists !  A
p
n
so that 
i
!   i  r and 
r
!   
Then A is qextendable
P r o o f	 Let  
i
 A
p
n
 i       n with 
i
 
j
 
j
 
i
for i  j	 Then consider
 


and choose !
o
 A
p
n
such that 


!
o
  


	 Dene
 

i
  
i
 
i
!
o
 i       n
and observe that  



  and 


 


 	 Apply then our hypothesis to  


with r  
 to
nd !

 A
p
n
so that 


!

  

!

  


	
By the same inductive process we end up dening elements  
j
i
 A
p
n
and !
j
 A
p
n

i j       n satisfying
 
j
i
  
j
i
 
i
!
j

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
k
 
j
j
 
k
!
j
 k  j
 
j
i
  i  j  
j
j
 
j
!
j

Finally it is an easy calculation to show that the element !  !
o
 
 
 
  !
n
satises

i
!   
i
   i  n	
Now and until the end of this section we shall brie"y outline how having qextend
ability aects the development of x
 or chap	
	 For the next two results the proofs
are as in x
	 We just have to take care that the weaker hypothesis of qextendability
is enough for our purposes	 We sketch the proofs for clarity	
		 Proposition	 Let A be a qextendable sdgm and let L   K be a subsimplicial
set Then the induced morphisms A
p
K A
p
L are surjective for any p  q
P r o o f	 Let !  A
p
L and assume dened  

   K
m
 m  n so that it commutes
with faces and degeneracies and !

  

for   L
m
	 Next given   K
n
dene
!

  

if   L
n
and  

 s
j
  if   s
j
  to nish if  is a nondegenerate simplex
of K
n
 L
n
 since 
i
 

j

 
j
 

i

 for i  j we make use of qextendability to nd
 

so that 
i
 

  

i

 for i  n	
		 Proposition	 Let   A B be a morphism of qextendable sdgm such that each

m
 A
m

 B
m
 m   induces an isomorphism in cohomology Then for any p  q
and for any simplicial set K
H
p

K

 H
p

AK



 H
p

BK

is also an isomorphism
P r o o f	 We just outline the proof brie"y The key fact here is that 

KmKm


induces an isomorphism in cohomology up to degree q	 Indeed if each 
m
 m   is a
quasiisomorphism so is m  Am Bm since Am


A
m
	 Hence in
view of the exact sequences
 A
p
mm 
 A
p
m A
p
m 
  p  q
it follows that mm  
 induces isomorphism in cohomology up to degree q	
Now we use the fact that A

KmKm




#
N
Amm
 where N denotes
the set of non degenerate simplices of K
m
see lemma 
	 to conclude that in fact


KmKm  


induces an isomorphism in cohomology up to degree q	
To see that H
p


p
K

is injective p  q let   kerH
p

K

and choose  
B
p
so that K  d	 Using qextendability and the above mentioned fact it is
easy to construct inductively elements 
i
 A

KKi  


so that  
P
im
d
i

A

KKm

	 To conclude dene  
P
i


i
	 This is a well dened element in A
p
K
since 
i


  if i  jj and it clearly satises d   i	e	   	 The same inductive
procedure shows that H
p


p
K

is surjective	
Recall that for a given simplicial set K the cochain algebra on K is the dierential
graded algebra C
 
K  
n

C
p
K in which C
p
K consists of maps f  K
p
 R	 As
usual the cup product and the dierential are given by
f  g  

pq
f
p
   
pq
 g


p
  


   K
pq
 f  C
p
K g  C
q
K
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df 
p
X
i



i
f
i
   K
p
 f  C
p
K
On the other hand the polynomial simplicial cochain algebra is dened by C
PL


n

C
PL

n
in which C
PL

n
 C
 
n	 It turns out that C
PL
is extendable and
for any simplical set K the natural map   C
PL
K


 C
 
K dened by   
 




p
   K
p
 is an isomorphism of dierential graded algebras x
	 Hence for a
given space X C
PL
X is isomorphic to the usual singular cochain complex on X	 We
shall also need the following result that again has the same proof as x
 or Chap	

but taking into account that we assume just qextendability	
		 Proposition	 If A is a qextendable sdgm then C
PL
A is also qextendable
 Polynomial forms of xed length In this section we recall the denition of
the sdgm of polynomial forms of xed length over R and prove as we stated in the
introduction the two necessary conditions to have a de Rham theorem i	e	 Poincares
lemma proposition 	
 and qextendability proposition 		
Dene A
PL
the simplicial dierential graded algebra of polynomial forms by
A
PL

n


$x


     x
n
 dx

     dx
n
 d

in which each x
i
has degree  and dx
i
has degree 
 $ denotes the divided power algebra
on those generators and d is the only dierential which sends x
i
to dx
i
 
  i  n and
dx


 dx

 
 
 
  dx
n
	 Note that A
PL

n
 $x


     x
n
 dx


     dx
n

P
i
dx
i
	 The
face and degeneracy operators are the unique algebra morphisms dened as follows

i
 A
PL
n
 A
PL
n
   i  n 


i


x
r
 
 




x
r
 r  i
 r  i


x
r
 r  i

i
dx
r


dx
r
 r  i
 r  i
dx
r
 r  i
s
j
 A
PL
n
 A
PL
n
   j  n
s
j


x
r
 
 




x
r
 r  j
P
pq

p
x
j
 
q
x
j
 r  j


x
r
 r  j
s
j
dx
r


dx
r
 r  j
dx
j
 dx
j
 r  j
dx
r
 r  j	
Observe that A
PL

n
 
p q

A
PL

p q
n
is bigraded by the total degree and by the
wordlength degree an element of A
PL

p q
n
is a linear combination of terms of the form

i
 
x


    
i
n
x
n
 dx
j

   dx
j
p
 i
k
  
  j

     j
p
 n i


 
 
 
 i
n
 p  q
Clearly A
PL

p q
n
  if either p  n or p  q	 On the other hand the operators 
i
and s
i
preserve both degrees so we may dene for any integer q   the sdgm A
  q
PL
of
polynomial forms of length q by
A
  q
PL

n
 
p

A
PL

p q
n

From now on for simplicity of notation we shall write A and A
  q
instead of A
PL
and A
  q
PL
	
	
	 Proposition H
 
A
  q
n
  H


A
  q
n



R
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P r o o f	 The morphism

$x


 

 $x

     x
n
 dx

     dx
n
 A
n
given by

m
x


     

X
a
 
a
n
m

a
 
x


    
a
n
x
n

is an isomorphism of dierential graded algebras	 Indeed a calculation shows that it
preserves the product	 To see that it commutes with the dierential it is enough to see
that in A
n
 d

P
a
 
a
n
m

a
 
x


    
a
n
x
n


 	 For that write
X
a
 
a
n
m

a
 
x


    
a
n
x
n
  
m
x


  
m
x


C

 
 
 
 x


C
m
C
m

and a straightforward computation shows that
d


i
x




C
mi
 
i
x


 dC
mi
   i  m here C


 

On the other hand lter both sides by the dierential modules
$
p
x


  $x

     x
n
 dx

     dx
n

Note that  respects the ltration and the induced map in the associated graded module
is the identity	 Hence  is an isomorphism and thus since
$x

     x
n
 dx

     dx
n

is contractible H
 
A
n
  H


A
n



$x


	 Therefore
H
 
A
  q
n
  H


A
  q
n



R
q
x





R
		 Proposition A
  q
is qextendable
P r o o f	 We introduce the following notation for any J  j


     j
n
  N
n
let
jJ j  j


 
 
 
  j
n
and 
J
x
J
  
j
 
x


    
j
n
x
n
	 Then observe that the elements
f
J
x
J
 jJ j  pg form a basis for 
k

A
k pk
n
as a module over $dx

     dx
n
	
In view of proposition 	 it is enough to consider !  A
p q
n
with p  q such that

i
!     i  n
 and produce and element   A
p q
n
so that 
i
     i  n


n
  ! 	 By the observation above write
! 
X
jJjqp

J
x
J
w
J
 w
J
 $
p
dx

     dx
n
 J  j


     j
n

Now for   i  n 
   
i
! 
P
jJjqp

i

J
x
J
 
i
w
J
	 But note that

i

J
x
J
 

 if j
i
 

J
 
x
J
 
 if j
i
  with J
	
 j


     j
i
 j
i
     j
n

in which the elements 
J
 
x
J
 
 form again a basis of 
k

A
k qpk
n
as a module over
$dx

     dx
n
	 Hence

i
!   


i

J
x
J
   if j
i
 

i
w
J
  if j
i
 
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Next consider those i

     i
r
 f     n  
g for which j
i

 
 
 
  j
i
r
 	 The fact
that 
i
k
w
J
  k  
     r lets us write
 w
J
 dx
i

   dx
i
r

w
	

Observe that for this it is essential that p  q Indeed since p  q there is at least one
j
i
  and therefore r  n 
 which is necessary for  to hold	 Otherwise it is not true
since in A
n
 dx


  dx
n

w
	
is always zero	
Finally consider the element ew
J
 A
n
 dened by ew
J
 w
J
the only possible dif
ference lies in the fact that in A
n
 dx


 
P
n
i
dx
i
while in A
n
 dx


 
P
n
i
dx
i

and observe that

i


J
x
J
 ew
J

 
i

J
x
J

i
w
J
  i  n

n


J
x
J
 ew
J

 
J
x
J
w
J

Therefore the element
  A
n
  
X
jJjqp

J
x
J
 ew
J

satises 
i
   i  n 
n
  ! and the proposition follows	
		 Remark i This is the best possible result since A
  q
is not q  
extendable
consider in A
q q
q
the volume form !  dx

   dx
q
which is obviously nonzero and satises

i
!     i  q	 We claim that there is no   A
q q
q
with 
i
     i  q

q
  !	 For it is easy to see that the rst condition forces   	
ii Also observe that the standard proof of extendability of A
PL
over the rationals
due originally to Sullivan  see also  or  cannot be applied or modied in our
context since the weight of the forms is xed	
 The main results Consider the simplicial morphisms of sdgm

m
 C
PL
m
 C
PL
m
A
  q
m
 
m
 A
  q
m
 C
PL
m
 A
  q
m
 m  
dened respectively by 
m
     
q
x


 
m
!  
!	 These maps determine for
any simplicial set K morphisms of dierential graded modules
K  C
PL
K  C
PL
 A
  q
K A
  q
K  K
Then we have
	
	 Theorem For any p  q H
p

K

and H
p

K

are isomorphisms
P r o o f	 By prop	 	
H
 
A
  q
n
  H


A
  q
n



R	 On the other hand as in the classical
case one sees that H
 
C
PL
n
  H


C
PL
n



R and therefore applying the K%unneth
theorem H
 
C
PL
 A
  q



R	 Thus it is immediate that the morphisms induced in
cohomology by 
m
and 
m
are isomorphisms	 To nish recall that C
PL
is extendable
while in view of propositions 	 and 	 A
  q
and C
PL
A
  q
are qextendable	 Hence
the theorem follows applying proposition 		
For a given element of A
p q
p
of the form
  	
i
 
x


    
i
p
x
p
 dx

  dx
p
 i


 
 
 
 i
p
 p  q
we dene the scalar
 A GARV
	
IN ET AL
q&


p
  	q&


p
x
i
 


  x
i
p
p
i


&    i
p
&
dx

  dx
p

which is after an easy calculation nothing but 	 for p   we set q&
T
	
q
x


  		 We
extend linearly this to A
p q
p
and in this way we may dene the morphism of dierential
graded modules
q&

 A
  q
K  C
 
K
by q&
T
   q&
T

p
 

   K
p
	 Indeed this is a well dened morphism and the
fact that it commutes with the dierential is an immediate consequence of the Stokess
Theorem	 Then our main result reads
		 Theorem For any simplicial set K
q&

 A
  q
K

 C
 
K
induces an isomorphism in cohomology in degree p  q
P r o o f	 As in  Chap	
 we prove that for any p  q H
p
q&
T
  H
p


 H
p
	
For that consider the maps 
m
 C
PL
m
A
  q
m
 C
PL
m
dened by 
m
 !  q&
T
! 
here we have identied A
  q
m
with A
  q
m	 Then 
m
commutes with the dierential
face and degeneracy operators and therefore it induces a map
K  C
PL
 A
  q
K  C
PL
K


C
 
K
which satises   
 and   q&
T
	 Hence H
p
q&
T
  H
p


H
p
 and the theorem
follows	
In particular for a given topological space X we have
		 Theorem	
q&

 A
  q
X

 C
 
X
induces an isomorphism in cohomology up to degree q
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